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Preparing for DB2 Near-realtime Business IntelligenceIBM Press, 2004
In this IBM Redbook we discuss primary processes and various alternatives that prepare you in implementing a DB2 near-realtime business intelligence environment. We discuss architectural alternatives and include overviews of software products that you can use in an implementation. As a primary focus, we tested the capabilities for supporting...
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Parallel Programming with PythonPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop efficient parallel systems using the robust Python environment


	About This Book

	
		Demonstrates the concepts of Python parallel programming
	
		Boosts your Python computing capabilities
	
		Contains easy-to-understand explanations and plenty of examples



	Who...
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Computer Architecture: Design and PerformancePrentice Hall, 1991


	Although computer systems employ a range of performance-improving techniques,

	intense effort to improve present performance and to develop completely new types

	of computer systems with this improved performance continues. Many design

	techniques involve the use of parallelism, in which more than one operation is

	performed...
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Windows XP Registry: A Complete Guide to Customizing and Optimizing Windows XPA-LIST Publishing, 2001
Targeting IT professionals, system administrators, and experienced users moving to the Windows XP platform, this book enables the user to master registry concepts and architecture, provides a historical overview of the registry, and outlines the differences between Windows 9x/ME and Windows NT/2000/XP registries. Special attention is drawn to the...
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Parallel and Distributed Programming Using C++Addison Wesley, 2003
          Parallel and Distributed Programming Using C++ provides an up-close look at how to build software that can take advantage of multiprocessor computers. Simple approaches for programming parallel virtual machines are presented, and the basics of cluster application development are...
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PThreads Programming: A POSIX Standard for Better Multiprocessing (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1996

	
		Computers are just as busy as the rest of us nowadays. They have lots of tasks to do at once, and need some cleverness to get them all done at the same time.That's why threads are seen more and more often as a new model for programming. Threads have been available for some time. The Mach operating system, the Distributed Computer...
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Java Concurrency in PracticeAddison Wesley, 2006

	"Java Concurrency in Practice is an invaluable compilation of threading know-how for Java developers. I found reading this book intellectually exciting, in part because it is an excellent introduction to Java's concurrency API, but mostly because it captures in a thorough and accessible way expert knowledge...
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Distributed, Embedded and Real-time Java SystemsSpringer, 2012


	The Java language has had an enormous impact since its introduction in the last

	decade of the twentieth century. Its success has been particularly strong in enterprise

	applications, where Java is one of the preeminent technology in use. A domain

	where Java is still trying to gain a foothold is that of real-time and embedded...
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The Design and Implementation of the FreeBSD Operating SystemAddison Wesley, 2004
As in earlier Addison-Wesley books on the UNIX-based BSD  												operating system, Kirk McKusick and George Neville-Neil deliver here the most  												comprehensive, up-to-date, and authoritative technical information on the  												internal structure of open source FreeBSD. Readers involved in technical and...
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See MIPS Run, Second EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
This second edition is not only a thorough update of the first edition, it is also a marriage of the best-known RISC architecture--MIPS--with the best-known open-source OS--Linux. The first part of the book begins with MIPS design principles and then describes the MIPS instruction set and programmers resources. It uses the MIPS32 standard as a...
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The Art of Multiprocessor Programming, Revised ReprintMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Revised and updated with improvements conceived in parallel programming courses, The Art of Multiprocessor Programming is an authoritative guide to multicore programming. It introduces a higher level set of software development skills than that needed for efficient single-core programming. This book provides comprehensive coverage of...
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Interconnect-Centric Design for Advanced SOC and NOC (Mathematics and Its Applications)Springer, 2004
In Interconnect-centric Design for Advanced SoC and NoC, we have tried to create a comprehensive understanding about on-chip interconnect characteristics, design methodologies, layered views on different abstraction levels and finally about applying the interconnect-centric design in system-on-chip design.  Traditionally, on-chip communication...
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